PhishMe Technology Alliance Program
Integrations At-a-Glance
Cyber attackers are constantly introducing more advanced techniques and tactics to infiltrate your network. To
help combat these ongoing threats, PhishMe launched the Technology Alliance Program (TAP). TAP delivers
comprehensive security solutions through industry-leading innovation and partner integration relationships to empower
organizations to defend the enterprise against attackers. PhishMe’s solutions and technology integrations enable
customers to leverage their existing infrastructure to receive more complete visibility into their network’s security.

Security Integrations Mean Stronger Phishing Defense

PhishMe’s strategic technology partnerships
integrate complementary and holistic security
solutions for enterprise employee readiness,
intelligence, and incident response capabilities with
PhishMe Simulator™, PhishMe Intelligence™ and
PhishMe Triage™.
Armed with PhishMe’s solution and integrated
into existing security investments, security
leaders strengthen their security posture through
preparation, intelligence, and an automated incident
response workflow.

PhishMe Triage™
- Phishing Incident Response
PhishMe Triage is the first phishing-specific incident
response platform that allows security operations and
incident responders to automate the identification,
remediation, and sharing of phishing threats.
PhishMe Triage provides incident responders with
in-depth visibility into email-based attacks occurring
against their organization in near real-time. Triage
operationalizes the collection and prioritization of
employee-reported threats and seamlessly integrates
with PhishMe Reporter™.

PhishMe Intelligence™
- Phishing Threat Intelligence
PhishMe Intelligence is a one-of-a-kind phishing-specific
intelligence service designed to help companies identify and
prevent dangerous malware and phishing attacks. PhishMe’s
machine readable threat intelligence (MRTI) service is
100% human-verified with no false positives, which allows
organizations to confidentially block activity without fear of
disrupting the business.
PhishMe Intelligence uses proprietary methods to
automatically identify threats to the enterprise and provides
security teams with timely, actionable intelligence to respond
to attacks that would otherwise go undetected. In addition,
the intelligence service contains rich contextual insight into
attacker tactics, techniques, and procedures to help security
teams understand malware patterns. By integrating PhishMe
Intelligence with SIEMs, security teams are able to quickly
identify true threats and take the correct action. The end result
is continuous monitoring and mitigation capabilities that
better leverage their infrastructure investments and optimize IT
resources through automation.
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PhishMe Triage integrates with your SIEM to automate
the incident response workflow as well as integrating
with leading malware analysis sandboxes, threat
intelligence, and existing infrastructure.
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PhishMe Simulator™ - Reducing
Employee Susceptibility to Phishing
REPLY

From: Adam Smith

PhishMe Simulator is a security industry award-winning
phishing simulation solution designed to prepare
employees against attackers attempting to bypass
technology and exploit humans.
Simulator is a software-as-a-service (SaaS) enterprisegrade solution for organizations to regularly immerse
employees in phishing scenarios. Employees receive
personalized emails to learn what phishing attacks look
like and to be conditioned to report suspicious email.
Employees who click on the mock phish are presented
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with brief, in-the-moment education to outline the phishing
characteristics. PhishMe Simulator has reduced employee
susceptibility to spear phishing by up to 95 percent –
preparing the human line of defense.
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Looking for a specific logo?
PhishMe is continuously developing new partnerships and integrations to improve functionality and accommodate market needs. View a current list of
technology partners at www.phishme.com/partners. Phishing impacts all businesses, regardless of size and industry. By adopting an integrated program
that combines people and technology, organizations will be better positioned to combat today’s evolving threats.

PhishMe is the leading provider of human-focused phishing defense solutions for organizations concerned
about their susceptibility to today’s top attack vector — spear phishing. PhishMe’s intelligence-driven platform
turns employees into an active line of defense by enabling them to identify, report, and mitigate spear phishing,
malware, and drive-by threats. Our open approach ensures that PhishMe integrates easily into the security
technology stack, demonstrating measurable results to help inform an organization’s security decision making
process. PhishMe’s customers include the defense industrial base, energy, financial services, healthcare,
and manufacturing industries, as well as other Global 1000 entities that understand changing user security
behavior will improve security, aid incident response, and reduce the risk of compromise.

For more information contact:
W: phishme.com/contact

T: 703.652.0717

A: 1608 Village Market Blvd, SE #200 Leesburg, VA 20175

